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Hähnel Combi TF

Price: $45.00
A powerful RF (Radio Frequency) controller 
with a 100m range, the Combi TF’s transmitter 
enables remote switching between immediate
and four-second delayed release. There’s 
also compatibility for Bulb and continuous 
shooting. It even works as a remote hotshoe, 
but you have to set the flashgun power 
manually.

SCORE: 3/5

Hähnel Giga T Pro 

Price: $69.99
Compact and lightweight, but well built 
and versatile, the Giga T Pro II has a 
veritable feast of programmable
shooting modes and a 100m RF operating 
range. Adjustableself-timer and dual time-
lapse (interval) settings, plus single, 
continuous, self-timer and Bulb functions 
are all available via an intuitive interface.

SCORE: 5/5

Phottix Aion Wireless Timer Remote

Price: $99.00
Boasting a full array of drive mode options 
and programmable settings, the Aion also 
adds a novel bracketing feature for Bulb 
exposures. The transmitter’s solid, with an 
intuitive control layoutand clear LCD. 
Wireless range is a bit modest, though, with 
a maximum reach of 60m.

SCORE: 4/5

CANON WIRELESS CONTROLLER LC-5

Price: $680.00
Far more than a wireless shutter release,
this infrared remote provides photographers 
with the flexibility to control essential 
camera functions without intruding on the 
scene.. Provides remote. Easily capture macro 
shots and close-ups from up to 330 feet away

SCORE: 4/5

TIMER REMOTE CONTROLLER TC-80NE3

Price: $210.00
Remote switch for EOS cameras with the
N3-type socket. This remote switch has a 
self-timer, interval timer, long exposure 
timer and exposure-count setting feature. 
The timer can be set from 1 second to 99 
hours. A new dial enables you to easily 
enter the numeric settings with a single
thumb. It has an illuminated LCD panel and 
a 2.6ft/80cm cord.

SCORE: 4/5

Bower - 3-in-1 Wireless Remote and Trigger

Price: $125.00
This Bower RCRC1 3-in-1 wireless remote and 
trigger allows you to easily release your 
Canon DSLR camera's shutter and control 
up to 16 flashes and studio strobes off-
camera for versatile use. The lighting 
control helps maximize image capture.

SCORE: 5/5
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